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L1 ligase (L1L) molecular switch is an in vitro optimized synthetic allosteric
ribozyme that catalyzes the regioselective formation of a 5′-to-3′ phosphodiester bond, a reaction for which there is no known naturally occurring
RNA catalyst. L1L serves as a proof of principle that RNA can catalyze a
critical reaction for prebiotic RNA self-replication according to the RNA
world hypothesis. L1L crystal structure captures two distinct conformations
that differ by a reorientation of one of the stems by around 80 Å and are
presumed to correspond to the active and inactive state, respectively. It is of
great interest to understand the nature of these two states in solution and
the pathway for their interconversion. In this study, we use explicit solvent
molecular simulation together with a novel enhanced sampling method that
utilizes concepts from network theory to map out the conformational
transition between active and inactive states of L1L. We ﬁnd that the overall
switching mechanism can be described as a three‐state/two‐step process.
The ﬁrst step involves a large-amplitude swing that reorients stem C. The
second step involves the allosteric activation of the catalytic site through
distant contacts with stem C. Using a conformational space network
representation of the L1L switch transition, it is shown that the connection
between the three states follows different topographical patterns: the stem C
swing step passes through a narrow region of the conformational space
network, whereas the allosteric activation step covers a much wider region
and a more diverse set of pathways through the network.
© 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

Introduction
L1 ligase (L1L) is a synthetic in vitro selected
ribozyme that catalyzes regiospeciﬁc formation of
3′‐to‐5′ phosphodiester linkages, a reaction characteristic of all extant present-day RNA and DNA
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Abbreviations used: L1L, L1 ligase; MD, molecular
dynamics; CSN, conformational space network; HHR,
hammerhead ribozyme; CIRP, class I RNA polymerase;
FSN, focused sampling on networks.

protein polymerases. There is no known naturally
occurring ribozyme that catalyzes this phosphodiester assembly reaction, and it was not until 1993
when the ﬁrst ribozyme that exhibited this activity
was created through in vitro evolution. 1 Along with
several other ligase ribozymes, 2–9 L1L adds support
to the RNA world hypothesis that proposes that life
originated from catalytic RNA molecules capable of
replication via template-dependent assembly of
RNA fragments of nucleotide monomers. 10–13
In addition to its potential relevance to the origin
of life, L1L, presumably as a fortuitous consequence
of in vitro selection, is an allosteric ribozyme
molecular switch. 14–16 It has been shown that it is
possible to take advantage of this property to
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engineer new constructs whose catalytic activity can
be controlled by small molecules, peptides, or even
proteins. 7,17–19 Recently, there has been an increased
interest in using aptamer molecules such as L1L for
a large spectrum of applications including puriﬁcation and biotechnology, diagnostics and biosensors,
therapeutics, or combating infectious agents. 20–23
The crystal structure of the L1L self-ligation
product has been solved recently, 24 providing “a
glimpse of biology's ﬁrst enzyme”. 25 The X-ray
crystal structure of the self-ligation product shows
two crystallographically independent conformations resolved in the same asymmetric unit. These
conformers differ in the orientation of one of the
stems (stem C) by a movement of the stem tip by
80 Å. 24 A minimal set of virtual torsions was
identiﬁed to be sufﬁcient to differentiate between
the two conformers. 26 Based on the presence/
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absence of speciﬁc contacts in the ligation site and
evolutionarily conserved regions of the bulged loop
situated on stem C, it was proposed that the
conformers represented catalytically active “on”
and inactive “off” states. 24 We will refer to these
two crystallized structures as active/docked and
inactive/undocked, respectively.
L1L is a γ‐shaped molecule, with three stems
joined into a three-way junction (Fig. 1), which is a
recurring motif in the present set of known ribozyme
ligases. Relative angular orientations of helices
forming RNA junctions have been shown to be
decisive in deciphering the capacity of distant
contacts to stabilize speciﬁc RNA conformations
that can affect function. 27 The structure of the L1L
stems is mainly helical, with a bulged loop on stem C
and GAAA tetraloops terminating each stem. L1L
helices contain canonical base pairs with the notable
exception of three consecutive noncanonical base
pairs between the active site and the substrate, an
unusual trait in the world of synthetic ribozymes. 3,28
Several experimental sources suggest that the L1L
catalytic mechanism consists of (i) binding a complementary DNA effector—an unusual fact in the
context of other ribozyme ligases, (ii) binding of the
substrate, (iii) allosteric activation of the catalytic site
by the formation of a stem–loop contact supported
by an 80 Å swing of one of the L1L stems (stem C),
and (iv) catalytic self-ligation. 7,17–19,24 The crystallized construct 24 used in the present work as a
Fig. 1. L1L structure. (a) L1L is a γ-shaped molecule,
with three stems (labeled A, B, and C) joined in a threeway junction. The structure of the stems is mainly helical,
with the exception of a bulged loop located on stem C and
with GAAA tetraloops ending each stem. L1L helical parts
contain canonical base pairs with the notable exception of
three consecutive noncanonical base pairs between the
active site and the substrate on stem A. The docked/active
conformation contains an additional tertiary contact
between stem A and stem C (broken line) mediated by a
U38–A51 canonical base pair and a Mg 2 +. Evolutionarily
conserved regions are colored red for more than 95% and
blue for more than 80%. Lowercase nucleotides were not
varied during the in vitro evolution. The nucleotides that
constitute the substrate are in italics. 7,17–19,24 The L1L
construct studied here (l1xc6) has the substrate covalently
bound. See the text for a more detailed description of the
L1L allosterically controlled catalytic mechanism. (b)
Overlay of the two crystallized conformations of L1L.
Active/docked state is in blue and inactive/undocked
state is in orange. The two co-crystallized structures are
RMS ﬁt using all the heavy atoms comprising stems A and
B. This shows that for the two structures to interconvert,
the tip of stem C has to travel over an 80 Å long path. We
have previously shown 26 that only restricted regions of
the L1L structure have to change to assist L1L conformational transition. These restricted regions can be identiﬁed
using virtual torsions analysis of the crystal structures and
MD simulations and are marked in green (θ44), red (θ18),
and magenta (η37, θ38).
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starting point for molecular dynamics (MD) simulations is missing the DNA effector binding site and
has the substrate covalently bound, enabling exploration of the later two stages of the L1L catalysis:
stem C swing, allosteric activation of the active site,
and catalytic ligation.
In our previous analysis of the L1L structure and
dynamics, 26 we identiﬁed a set of dynamical hinge
points using a series of MD simulations of the
precursor and product states that captured ﬂuctuations around the active and inactive conformers.
The hinge points were located in highly evolutionarily conserved regions of L1L sequence and were
identiﬁed based on analysis of the distribution of
virtual torsions. Speciﬁcally, two hinge points were
located in the three‐way junction, and another in a
bulge loop on stem C (U38 loop). The ligation site
was predicted by the simulations to visit three
distinct states characterized by hydrogen bond
patterns that are correlated with the formation of
speciﬁc contacts implicated in catalysis.
It remains an open question how L1L can be
controlled to transition between its active and
inactive forms. An understanding of this transition
and the factors that control it is of fundamental
importance to help engineer L1L constructs that
bind to a wide spectrum of analytes. This large-scale
conformational change is likely a result of the
artiﬁcial in vitro selection that targeted, in part,
allosteric properties. In the case of the naturally
occurring hammerhead ribozyme (HHR), adiabatic
morphing shows that a fairly simple trajectory exists
between the active and inactive states that can be
transversed simply via a series of low energybarrier, small-scale torsion-angle conformational
changes within one of its stems and active site. 29
On the contrary, in the case of the L1L, a similar
simple treatment is impeded due to steric hindrance
at the three-helix junction as can be seen from the
superimposition of the docked and undocked
conformers in Fig. 1. L1L conformational change is
so large that it deﬁes treatment by more conventional, established means.
Here, we aim to characterize the complex conformational landscape and pathways that connect the
L1L active and inactive conformations using molecular simulations. We use MD in conjunction with an
enhanced sampling technique designed to increase
statistical sampling along the pathway of the
conformational transitions and was inspired by
related methods in the literature that represent the
conformational space using graph theory and apply
swarms of trajectories. Based on the analysis of
conformational space network (CSN) that is
obtained from more than 1 μs of MD simulations,
we propose that the L1L activation mechanism
involves a three-state, two-step process. One of the
steps corresponds to the large swing of stem C from
the vicinity of the crystallized inactive conformer to
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the vicinity of the active conformer. This large
conformational change is shown to correlate directly
to changes in the three-way junction tracked by
changes in a speciﬁc virtual torsion angle (θ44). The
second step consists in the formation of tertiary
contacts between stem C and the active site, an event
accompanied by a subtle change in the base-pairing
dynamics between the active site and the substrate.
We show that the connection between the three
states follows different patterns: the stem C swing
step passes through a narrow region of the CSN,
whereas the allosteric activation step covers a much
wider region and a more diverse set of pathways
through the network.

Results and Discussion
Three substates (A, I1, I2) are linked during L1L
switching
Here, we aim to isolate the overall large-scale
characteristic motions of the dynamics of the L1L
switch mechanism by constructing a CSN model. A
CSN model is a graphic network representation in
which each node represents a conformational state
and two conformational states are linked by an edge
if the transitions between these two states are
observed during MD sampling. 30–36
CSN models offer discrete representations of
conﬁgurational space and of the possible transition
pathways between states and have been used
extensively to characterize the folding free-energy
landscapes of peptides or small proteins as an
alternative to projections onto limited sets of
(sometimes arbitrary) order parameters. 31,32,34,36–43
CSN models also reveal the topography of the
conformational space and free energy landscape. It
has been shown that it is likely that nodes in the
same free energy basin are well connected to each
other, whereas nodes in different basins are
loosely connected. 31 Additionally, ﬁnding sets of
pathways through the network that connect two
substates affords a detailed structural characterization of the transition. Here, our goal is to ﬁnd an
essential network description with a minimal number of clusters that capture the essential, structurally
distinct states along the transition pathway.
Identifying the nodes representing conformational
states is central for building a CSN model. Traditional clustering algorithms require a preset number
of clusters for a given data set. Since the optimized
overall objective similarity/dissimilarity function
increases/decreases monotonically with the number
of clusters, 44–46 the choice of the number of clusters
is the key to establishing a meaningful data
reduction. Here, we exploit features of the dynamics
of the docked/active state in order to determine the
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optimal number of clusters. Speciﬁcally, the
docked/active state does not exhibit large conformational variation, and can, in fact, be well
described by a single set of structures stably
ﬂuctuating about a well-deﬁned average. The
desired clusters should be optimally chosen so that
the ensemble of structures in the docked/active
state reside in a single cluster.
To achieve the desired constraint of clustering, we
utilized a structure-based hybrid two-stage partitional–agglomerative clustering algorithm, which
has been shown to efﬁciently lead to better solutions
than partitional or agglomerative schemes alone. 47
(see Materials and Methods). The clustering algorithm works as follows: in the ﬁrst stage, the data are
partitioned in relatively large number of clusters (100
in the present case). This is a top-down partitional
stage requiring global information about the entire
data set. In the second stage, the clusters are merged
until all the conformations spanned by the active
state are classiﬁed into a single cluster. This is a
bottom–up agglomerative stage that requires only
local information. The utilization of the hybrid
clustering approach is summarized in the tree
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(dendrogram) graph shown in Fig. 2a (see full details
in Supplementary Material) to yield a ﬁnal set of 12
coarse-grained clusters.
An initial CSN has been built using this set of 12
clusters (Fig. 2b). Interpreting the groups of nodes
that strongly interconnect as forming an attractor or
substate 31 leads to the identiﬁcation of three major
attractors (Fig. 2b): A (“Active substate”, colored
blue), I1 (“Inactive substate 1”, colored yellow), and
I2 (“Inactive substate 2”, colored gray). Since states
A and I2 connect only with I1, it follows that L1L
switching follows a three-state/two-step mechanism: A ⇌ I1 ⇌ I2.
In order to gain more detailed insight into the
structural features that support the transition
between the three major states, we built a higherresolution CSN model from the initial 100 partitional clusters (Fig. 3). The higher number of clusters
allows a better reﬁnement of the boundary of each
major state and the speciﬁc interfaces where
transitions occur between the major states (i.e., the
nodes of the CSN that share linkages with nodes
belonging to two or more of the A, I1, or I2 states).
Along with the CSN, a set of representative
Fig. 2. Identiﬁcation of the main substates spanned
during L1L switching is realized in two steps. In the ﬁrst
step, the purpose is to form a minimum number of
clusters that capture essential, structurally distinct states.
For that, we used a hybrid clustering scheme that chooses
the best number of clusters when the sampled activedocked conformations reside in a single cluster. The
hybrid clustering consists of a partitional (top–down)
followed by a agglomerative (bottom–up) stage (see
Materials and Methods) and can be depicted as a
dendrogram (shown in Supplementary Material). Here
(a), a simpliﬁed version of the dendrogram is shown
whose leaf nodes (i.e., the nodes at the bottom of the
dendrogram and shown as squares) are the 12 clusters
that were formed right before all the active-docked
conformations were agglomerated into a single cluster.
The nodes of the dendogram are placed on the vertical
following their discovery order. The simpliﬁed dendrogram corresponds to the latest steps of the agglomerative
(bottom–up) stage of the hybrid clustering procedure. In a
second step (b), a CSN is obtained from the 12 leaves of
the hierarchical tree. CSNs reveal the topography of the
conformational space and free‐energy landscape: it has
been shown that it is likely that nodes in the same free
energy basin (substate) are well connected among each
other, whereas nodes in different basins (substates) are
loosely connected. 31 Based on the connectivity pattern,
three major substates (labeled A—“active substate”, blue;
I1—“inactive substate 1”, yellow; I2—“inactive substate
2”, gray) can be identiﬁed. The links of the graph that
correspond to the transitions between these three states
are colored green and red, respectively. The partitioning
into the three substates is supported also by structural
similarity. Indeed, merging of these three states (shown as
black clusters on the dendrogram) occurs at the latest
stages of the clustering scheme.
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Fig. 3. Mapping the L1L switching mechanism using a CSN. A CSN is a graph whose nodes (shown here as circles) are
conformations and linkages (or edges, shown here as lines connecting the circles) that represent transitions between them.
These transitions are observed during MD simulations. CSNs are a discrete representation of the states as well as the paths
that connect them and can reveal the topography of the conformational space. It is likely that nodes in the same free‐
energy basin are well connected among each other, whereas nodes in different basins are loosely connected. 31
Additionally, ﬁnding the nodes that allow two substates to connect can reveal the required structural features of that
transition to occur. Here we use a CSN built using 100 conformations obtained using a partitional clustering technique
described in Materials and Methods. The nodes of the network are colored based on their inclusion into the three main
identiﬁed substates (A, blue; I1, yellow; I2, gray) or at the boundaries (interfaces) between the substates (A|I1 interface,
green; I1|I2 interface, red). Clusters belonging to the A and I2 states that contain the two crystallized constructs are
marked with a magenta border. Representative sets of structures for each of the substates and their corresponding
interfaces are shown. For reference, all the sets are superimposed on the crystallized conformations, shown here in blue
(active) and gray (inactive). All structures are RMS ﬁt using all heavy atoms comprising stems A and B. We ﬁnd that the
overall switching mechanism can be described as a three-state/two-step process. It is interesting to note that the
connection between the three states follows different topographical patterns: the stem C swing (I1 ⇌ I2) step passes
through a narrow region of the CSN, whereas the allosteric activation step (A ⇌ I1) covers a much wider region and a more
diverse set of pathways through the network.

structures for each state is shown in Fig. 3. Inspection reveals that structures associated with I1 mainly
originate from the unfolded active conformation
simulations, whereas the structures included in I2
originate from the undocked inactive‐state simulations. This implies that the A ⇌ I1 step corresponds
to the docking/undocking of stem C from the active
site, whereas the I1 ⇌ I2 step corresponds to the stem
C swing.
Allosteric control mechanism: A ⇌ I1
The A ⇌ I1 transition corresponds to the docking/
undocking of stem C, through U38 loop, to/from the
L1L active site that is noncanonically base paired
with the substrate. Both biochemical and crystallographic data 7,17–19,24 support the hypothesis that
this stem–loop interaction is one of the factors that
contribute to the increased L1L ligase catalytic

activity and is able to promote the catalytic step.
The L1L allosteric control mechanism requires a set
of key interactions linked to the presumed active
conformation, including noncanonical base pairing
between the active site and the substrate, and
tertiary interactions between the active site and a
distant evolutionarily conserved part of the L1L.
Here, we account for how each of these factors
contributes to the initiation and control of the
catalytic step.
Crystallographic data suggest that L1L can exist in
(at least) two different conformations, one being
presumed to be active and the other inactive. 24 The
two conformations differ by a reorientation of stem
C tip by ~ 80 Å. Based on analysis of the hydrogenbonding patterns between the active site and
substrate, we have previously shown 26 how the
dynamics of the active site exhibits two completely
different patterns of conformational variation in the
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Fig. 4. The dynamical signature of the active site changes when transitioning from the active (A) to the inactive (I1)
state. (a) After removing the contacts between U38 and the active site, the latter recovers the dynamical signature of the
inactive/undocked states. This change is followed in terms of the time series of three important hydrogen‐bonding
distances that are characteristic to a complete A51
G1 (trans Hoogsteen/sugar edge base pair) speciﬁc to the inactive
state. On the left, the multimodal distribution of these three hydrogen‐bonding distances speciﬁc to the active/docked
conformation simulations both in the product and in the precursor state is shown. On the right, the same distributions,
which are now unimodal in nature, obtained during the MD simulations of the inactive/undocked conformer simulations
are shown. In the middle, the time series evolution of the hydrogen‐bonding distances, after the unfolding/undocking
biasing potential has been removed, is depicted. It is important to note that the docked and undocked conformer
simulation results shown here come from separate unbiased simulations. (b) Three representative snapshots along the
unfolding/undocking trajectory. (A and B) Structures that are representative for the active conformation and are the two
major conformations identiﬁed also in the active precursor simulation. 26 For these two structures, G1:O2′ does not make a
hydrogen bond with A51:N6, typical for a complete A51
G1. (C) Structure representative for the undocked/inactive
G1 base pair.
conformation, yielding a complete A51

active and inactive forms. More precisely, the
catalytic site was shown to span three conformational states in its active form, whereas the dynamics
of the inactive form was unimodal. We were able to
correlate the different variability patterns with the
lack/presence of a hydrogen bond that is typical of a
trans Hoogsteen/sugar‐face base pair formed by A51
and G1/GTP1 (denoted here as A51
G1 following
Ref. 48). It is important to note that A51 directly
mediates the interaction of the catalytic site with
stem C through a canonical base pair with U38, along
with phosphate–Mg 2 + interactions between G1, A39,
and G40, respectively.
Due to the high free energy necessary to disrupt
the hydrogen bonds and the phosphate–Mg 2 +
interactions that maintain the docked conformer,
the conformational changes associated with the
undocking of the U38 loop from the active site
cannot be realized on the time scales of the present
simulations. To overcome this impediment, we
provoke the undocking by slowly forcing the

disruption of the hydrogen bond network sustaining the L1L active conformation (see Materials and
Methods) and monitor the changes in hydrogen‐
bonding patterns. Figure 4a compares the distributions of the three hydrogen bonds that deﬁne a
G1 base pair in the case of the
standard A51
simulations of the docked/active and undocked/
inactive conformations as well as their evolution
after the removal of the tertiary contact between
stem A and stem C. The distributions of these three
hydrogen bonds indicate different characteristic
patterns in the active and inactive states. In the
case of the docked/active state, the distributions are
multimodal, suggesting the existence of several
conformational states and hydrogen‐bonding patterns, whereas in the case of the inactive/undocked
state, the distributions are unimodal. The evolution
in time of these three hydrogen‐bonding distances
recorded after the disruption of the tertiary contacts
between stem A and stem C shows that after almost
50 ns, the active site adopts the inactive/undocked
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dynamical pattern, with the formation of the
complete typical trans Hoogsteen/sugar-face base
pair between A51 and G1 depicted in Fig. 4b, C.
The analysis presented here suggests a link
between the speciﬁc dynamical pattern of the
active‐site hydrogen bond network and the tertiary
contacts with stem C. We have shown previously
that the formation of these contacts allows the active
site to adopt three main conformational states that
have been shown to correlate differently with
initiation of the ﬁrst steps of the catalytic process. 26
We noted that only two of these three states allow
the formation of a hydrogen bond between U71:HO3′
and GTP1:O2Pα that can support the deprotonation
of U71:O3′, which is the ﬁrst step of the catalyzed 3′‐
to‐5′ ligation reaction. 26 The two states that correlate
positively with the U71:O3′ deprotonation require
the partial disruption of the incomplete trans
Hoogsteen/sugar-face base pair between A51 and
G1 that is found in the docked crystal conformation.
This suggests that the role of the tertiary contacts
between the active site and stem C may be to
G1 base pair to be more easily
weaken the A51
disrupted, thus facilitating the ﬁrst step of the
catalytic process, that is, the deprotonation of U71:
O3′. Experimentally, the idea of an intrinsically
variable active site is supported by the fact that the
optimal base pairing between L1L and its substrate
has to be noncanonical. 49 For example, minimal
changes of either one of the two GU wobble pairs of
the active site to canonical isosteric GC pairs
decrease the catalytic activity of L1L 20 times. 49
Stem C swing: I1 ⇌ I2
The I1 ⇌ I2 conformational transition corresponds
to the swing of stem C from the vicinity of the
inactive conformation isolated in the crystal structure (I2 substate) to one that brings U38 loop in
close proximity of the active site (I1 substate). The
necessity of this large conformational transition to
support the L1 catalytic mechanism is suggested
by structures of the two crystallized conformers. 24
The supporting hinge points were located in
restricted regions of the L1L three-way junction
and could be mapped to changes of only two
virtual torsions (θ18 and θ44, see Materials and
Methods for details). 26
The location of the interface between I1 and I2
substates is marked in red on the CSN shown in
Fig. 3 along with some representative structures. It
is interesting to note that the interfaces between the
A, I1, and I2 substates differ signiﬁcantly in the
variety of structures and of the corresponding
interconnecting paths. Whereas the A|I1 interface
contains a set of 14 nodes, the I1|I2 interface
contains only 1. Also, the standard deviations of
the angular distances with respect to crystal
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Table 1. Structural parameters of the three substates.
(X,Y)
stemA stemC
,vA
vcr,a
stemA
,vA|I1stemC
vcr,a
stemA
vcr,a ,vI1stemC
stemA
,vI1|I2stemC
vcr,a
stemA
,vI2stemC
vcr,a
stemC
vstemB
cr,a ,vA
stemB
,vA|I1stemC
vcr,a
stemB
,vI1stemC
vcr,a
stemB
,vI1|I2stemC
vcr,a
stemB
,vI2stemC
vcr,a
stemC stemC
,vA
vcr,a
stemC
,vA|I1stemC
vcr,a
stemC
,vI1stemC
vcr,a
stemC
,vI1|I2stemC
vcr,a
stemC
,vI2stemC
vcr,a
stemC stemC
,vA
vcr,i
stemC
,vA|I1stemC
vcr,i
stemC
,vI1stemC
vcr,i
stemC
,vI1|I2stemC
vcr,i
stemC
,vI2stemC
vcr,i

ang(X, Y)
110.4 (10.7)
130.6 (11.8)
140.3 (15.5)
125.4 (5.0)
114.8 (32.6)
81.4 (10.5)
61.3 (11.3)
49.5 (15.9)
50.6 (5.4)
65.5 (23.2)
25.3 (9.0)
48.7 (7.0)
67.1 (16.9)
119.8 (4.7)
96.0 (42.5)
158.1 (10.7)
146.9 (10.2)
132.0 (15.9)
77.7 (4.7)
95.0 (50.0)

Average angular distances [ang (X,Y) in degrees] and their
standard deviations between the characteristic vectors (v) of stem
C in the A, I1, and I2 states and the two crystallized conformers.
Superscripts denote the stems (stems A–C) and subscripts denote
the corresponding conformational states (cr,a and cr,i stand for
the active and inactive crystallized conformers, and A, I1, and I2
stand for the three substates extracted from MD simulations).
Prior to calculating the characteristic vectors, all the structures
were RMS ﬁt using all heavy atoms of stem A, giving rise to
structural arrangements as those shown in Fig. 3. For the
deﬁnition of the characteristic vectors of each stem, see Materials
and Methods.

structures of the two interfaces (Table 1) show that
the variability with respect to stems A and B is
larger for the A|I1 interface. This suggests that the
conformational space occupied by the A|I1 interface
is larger than that occupied by the I1|I2 interface. In
other words, the connection between the three states
follows two patterns: the stem C swing step passes
through a narrow region of the CSN, whereas the
allosteric activation step covers a much wider region
and a more diverse set of pathways through the
network.
In order to obtain a greater insight into what are
the structural features that support the transition
between the two states, we analyze the distribution
of θ44 as a function of the depth from the I1|I2
interface node. In Fig. 5a, the distribution of the θ44
virtual torsion angle is shown as a function of the
depth from the I1|I2 interface node of the CSN. The
depth 1 set contains the interface node direct
neighbors and the depth 2 set contains the direct
neighbors as well as the second layer of neighbors of
the interface node. It can be observed that, as
expected, the number of samples increases from
the depth 1 to depth 2 selections; however, the
region of the torsion space located approximately
between − 10° and 0° remains approximately with
the same number of samples. This indicates that θ44
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Fig. 5. The transition between I1 and I2 substates is supported by θ44 virtual torsion (A43–G44–G45–A46). (a) The
distribution of θ44 in the vicinity of the I1–I2 interface node shows that θ44 has to traverse the − 10° to 0° interval to allow
the transition from I1 to I2. The UN-normalized distributions of θ44 for two sets of nodes of the CSN shown in are shown.
The depth 1 set includes all the nodes that are at 1 edge distance from the interface node. The depth 2 set includes all the
nodes that are a distance of 2 edges or less from the interface node. (b) Representative conformations of the region
spanned by θ44 of the three-way junction along the conformational switch pathway. (A) Conformation speciﬁc to the
vicinity of the active conformation, (B) conformation located on the −10:0 interval of θ44, (C) conformation speciﬁc to the
vicinity of the crystallized active conformation. The backbone is shown in green and corresponds to the region spanned by
θ44 on L1L backbone in Fig. 1.

traverses this speciﬁc interval only when the
structures are located at the interface node and its
immediate neighbor nodes. In order for the transition from the I1 to I2 to occur, θ44 has to pass
through this interval. This result is consistent with
our previous hypothesis 26 that θ44 has to travel
along an arc of 232° in the transition from active/
docked to inactive/undocked conformational
states.
In Fig. 3, we show representative conformations of
the part of the three‐way junction that is spanned by
θ44 along the stem C swing. It can be observed that
the G44 and A43 undergo a signiﬁcant repositioning
with respect to A46 and G 45 , which are the
constituents of the highly canonical and, consequently, relatively rigid stem A. The transition is
taking place through modiﬁcations of the backbone
and without a change in the base pairing or
hydrogen‐bonding patterns. Experimentally, G44
and A43 have been shown to be a part of a ﬁve‐
basis motif located on the three-way junction that is
highly sensitive to mutations. 7,17–19 The present
simulations also show θ18 to have large ﬂexibility.
However, this is not necessarily correlated with the
stem C orientation (data not shown).

Comparison to conformational
transitions of other ribozymes
RNA molecules have the ability to respond to their
environment through changes at the secondary or
tertiary level to accomplish their role in translation,
transcription, posttranscriptional processing, viral
replication, speciﬁc binding, assembly of the ribosome, and catalysis. RNA can be designed to
respond through conformational or catalytic events
to proteins, nucleic acids, metal ions, metabolites,
vitamins, changes in temperature, and even RNA
biosynthesis itself. 50,51 It has been shown that it is
possible to engineer L1L constructs whose catalytic
activity can be controlled by small molecules,
peptides, or even proteins. 7,17–19
L1L dynamics, whose complexity can be captured
with the CSN representation, should contribute to
the recent efforts to explore the RNA folding
landscape 52–55 or the topological restraints of RNA
junctions. 56,27 Three‐way junctions 57,58 with tertiary
contacts 59—the L1L fold—are recurrent and versatile folds for RNA function and the characterization
of L1L dynamics in solution can help us understand
their important role in RNA dynamics. The use of
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virtual torsions to distinguish between different
folds is “a new way to see RNA”. 60 We show here
and elsewhere 26 that virtual torsions can be used to
distinguish between L1L conformations in the
crystal as well as in solution. The Mg 2 +‐mediated
tertiary contact between the L1L catalytic site and an
evolutionarily conserved loop on stem C (see Fig. 1)
should contribute to the recent efforts to understand
the role of ions for maintaining RNA fold(s) and
their ability to promote catalysis. 61,62
We can draw parallels between L1L conformational
transition and presumed catalytic mechanism of other
ribozymes, such as HHR and the recently crystallized
class I RNA polymerase (CIRP). 9,63 Both HHR and
L1L have active and inactive states, but the sequences
and structures are completely different, and the
conformational changes they undergo are also
unique. The HHR “open”, pre-catalytic state was
captured in several X-ray crystal structures of the
“minimal” HHR, 64–70 whereas the “closed”, presumably catalytically active state was captured in the form
of the “full-length” HHR. 71,72 HHR does not, strictly
speaking, require divalent metal ions for catalysis, 73,74
whereas L1L has a very speciﬁc requirement for a
Mg 2 + at the active site. 7,17–19,24 The crystallographically observed active‐site divalent metal ion binding
mode is identical in the minimal and full-length HHR,
indicating that this ion is present in both active and
inactive states and may play a role in stabilizing the
tertiary contacts of the former. 72 In contrast, a Mg 2 + is
bound in the active site only in the presumed active
conformation. 24 In the case of the catalytic step,
computational investigations suggested that when
bound in the active site, Mg 2 + can lower the pKa of a
secondary alcohol to initiate the general base step of
catalysis. 75,76 Structural data obtained from MD of the
reactant state of L1L 26 implied that a Mg 2 + resolved
in the crystal structure can lower the pKa of the HO3′ of
the substrate through direct coordination.
CIRP is a synthetic ribozyme that catalyzes the
same reaction as L1L although with multiple catalytic
turnovers as a direct result of the in vitro evolutionary
optimization. Both ribozymes' X-ray structures have a
Mg 2 + resolved near the catalytic site. For both
ribozymes, an additional Mg 2 + has been proposed
to stabilize a triphosphate group in the active site as
suggested by analysis of CIRP crystal structure 9,63
and theoretical investigations on L1L and CIRP. 26,77
These ﬁndings ﬁt in a much larger context of DNA
and RNA polymerases, nucleases, and transposases
for which the proximity of two Mg 2 + to the active site
has been proposed to enhance substrate recognition
and catalytic speciﬁcity. 78
An important question is how one can translate
the current simulation results into experimentally
testable hypothesis. Previous studies on other RNA
systems were able to extract structural and
dynamical information using NMR, ﬂuorescence
resonance energy transfer, small‐angle X‐ray scat-
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tering, and time‐resolved and single‐molecule
experiments 51,79–85 to explore global and local
changes in the secondary and tertiary structure
similar to those undergone by L1L. In this work,
we (i) identify a dynamical set of hydrogen‐
bonding patterns in the active site that change
when L1L reaches its activated state and (ii)
provide a comprehensive structural characterization of the three proposed L1L substates using
relative angles between the three stems (Table 1).
These are observables that can be readily obtained
from the aforementioned experimental techniques
and can serve in testing our results.

Conclusion
L1L is a synthetic in vitro selected ribozyme that
catalyzes regiospeciﬁc formation of 3′‐to‐5′ phosphodiester linkages, a reaction characteristic of all
extant present‐day RNA and DNA protein polymerases. The L1L allosterically controlled catalytic
mechanism is a complex process consisting of large‐
scale conformational motions of several ﬂexible
constitutive structural motifs, such as a three‐way
junction and a bulged loop that is able to form
tertiary distant contacts with a noncanonically base‐
paired, ﬂexible active site. This is an intriguing set of
properties that make L1L unique and the understanding of L1L catalytic mechanism appealing. L1L
exhibits a high degree of conformational ﬂexibility
suggested by its crystal structure that reveals two
largely different conformations that differ by a
reorientation of one of the stems by 80 Å. It is of
great interest, therefore, to gain further insight into
the nature of these two states in solution and the set
of pathways that allow their interconversion, as well
as understand the manner in which this inherent
ﬂexibility can assist in promoting catalysis. In a ﬁrst
paper, 26 we identiﬁed the hinge points responsible
for L1L activation that are located in restricted
regions and can be characterized by a limited set of
virtual torsions. In this work, we report a comprehensive characterization of the conformational
landscape of L1L using an enhanced sampling
method coined FSN. Using data from more than
1 μs of simulations, we employed network theory
and analysis of CSNs to identify the essential three‐
state/two‐step process whereby the L1L can transition between catalytically active and inactive states.
In the ﬁrst step, we show that the docking of stem C,
G1 base
through the U38 loop, disrupts the A51
pair and elicits the adoption of the two active‐site
conformations with high probabilities of initiating
the catalytic process. In the second step, the degree
of conservation of the L1L three‐way junction
spanned by the θ44 virtual torsion is directly
correlated with the stem C swing between the I2 to
I1 states. This work provides deep insights into the
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molecular mechanism of allosteric control that may
be useful in guiding the design of ribozyme‐based
biotechnology and that have important evolutionary implications.
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tion (15 ns of water/ion relaxation and 5 ns of solvent and
structure relaxation) was carried out before production of
the trajectory used for analysis. 98
Analysis

Materials and Methods
Molecular system setup
Initial ribozyme structures were taken from a 2.6 Å
resolution crystal structure of two co-crystallized L1L
ligation product conformers (Protein Data Bank ID:
2OIU) 24 and equilibrated structures from previously
reported simulations. 26 The ribozyme was then immersed
in a rhombododecahedral TIP3P 86 water box with an edge
length of 120 Å. The ionic atmosphere consisted of Na +
and Cl − ions that were added at random positions at least
5.0 Å away from any RNA atom to neutralize the system
and reach the physiologic concentration of 0.14 M. The
total number of particles in the system was 104,000.
MD simulation protocol
Simulations were performed with the NAMD simulation package (version 2.7) 87 using the all-atom Cornell et al.
force ﬁeld (parm99), 88 generated with the AMBER 10
package 89–91 and TIP3P water model. 86 Periodic boundary
conditions were used along with the isothermal–isobaric
ensemble (NPT) at 1 atm and 300 K using Nosé–Hoover–
Langevin pressure piston control 92,93 with a decay period
of 100.0 fs and a damping time scale of 50 fs, and the
Langevin thermostat with a damping coefﬁcient of
0.1 ps − 1. The smooth particle mesh Ewald method 94,95
was employed with a B-spline interpolation order of 6 and
the default κ value used in NAMD. The fast fourier
transform grid points used for the lattice directions were
chosen using ~1.0 Å spacing. Nonbonded interactions
were treated using an atom-based cutoff of 12.0 Å with
switching of nonbond potential beginning at 10.0 Å.
Numerical integration was performed using the leapfrog
Verlet algorithm with 1 fs time step. 96 Covalent bond
lengths involving water hydrogens were constrained using
the SHAKE algorithm. 97
Equilibration procedure
The initial system ﬁrst underwent 5000 steps of energy
minimization and then the solute (RNA) atoms were kept
ﬁxed, letting the water and counterions and coions to be
equilibrated for 15 ns. The solute atom positions were then
energy minimized and then allowed to move under
harmonic restraints over 5 ns. The initial harmonic force
constant was 5.0 kcal mol −1 and exponentially released
over 5 ns. The whole system was energy minimized,
followed by an unconstrained dynamics simulation
beginning from 30 K under constant pressure of 1 atm.
The temperature then was increased to 300 K at a rate of
5 K per 10 ps. The motions and relaxation of solvent and
counter- and coions are notoriously slow to converge in
nucleic acid simulations, 98 and careful equilibration is
critical. For each simulation, a total of 20 ns of equilibra-

Analysis of the trajectories was carried out using VMD
(version 1.8.7). 99 L1L Stem A (A) was deﬁned as residues 1
to 7 and 45 to 71, stem B (B) was deﬁned as residues 8 to
17, stem C (C) was deﬁned as residues 18 to 44, the
junction (J) was deﬁned as residues 6 to 10, 15 to 22, and 39
to 47. For structural comparison, we do not include any of
the three GAAA tetraloops since they were introduced in
L1L structure for crystallization purposes. 24 The virtual
torsions 100,101 are designated as follows: ηn is the virtual
torsion angle deﬁned by the atoms C4′n − 1, Pn, C4′n, and
Pn + 1; θn is the virtual torsion angle deﬁned by the atoms
Pn, C4′n, Pn + 1 and C4′n + 1, where n indicates the
corresponding nucleotide residue number. In addition,
stem
for each stem, a characteristic vector vchar
is deﬁned as
follows: (1) we choose two adjacent canonical base pairs (i
and j), 48 and for each, we deﬁne a vector that is
determined by the positions of the C1′ atoms (vi, vj); (2)
the characteristic vector is deﬁned as the cross product of
stem
the two vectors: vchar
= vi × vj.
stem
The characteristic vector vchar
of each stem can be used
to describe their relative positions and appears to be a
sufﬁcient descriptor for the L1L structure since individual
stem keeps its domain structure reasonably rigid in the
time scale of our simulations. The major hinge points are
located in the restricted region of the junctions between
stems. 26 Across this work, we make use of the characteristic vector of stem C. The two adjacent canonical base
C
pairs that were chosen to deﬁne vchar
were U20–A41 and
C21=G40. Prior to the calculation of the characteristic
vectors, all structures are RMS ﬁtted against the position
of stem A in the undocked crystallized conformer.
Focused sampling on networks (FSN) method
FSN creates a network to represent the connectivity
between the conformational states and identiﬁes the most
undersampled nodes that reside on pathways connecting
the stable substates along the network. These nodes are
used as launching points for swarms of trajectories 102–104 to
enhance sampling and statistical analysis of these regions.
The FSN method is an iterative procedure, with the
following steps (see also Fig. 6):

• Build a connected network of conformational states

from the accumulated simulation structures. Each
network node represents a cluster node from a
partitional incremental k-way clustering procedure
of the entire set of simulation structures.
• Evaluate the sampling density for each node. The
sampling density of each node is estimated through
counting the number of simulation structures within
a threshold distance from the centroid of the node.
• Evaluate the traversal count for each node, by
determining how many times the node is traversed
by all the shortest paths between all the nodes of the
network using the Floyd–Warshall algorithm. 105,106
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• Select launching points for the next round of swarm

tering of the characteristic vectors of stem C. The distance
between nodes of the FSN network is the cosine
similarity and the network is built by connecting each
node with its closest eight neighbor nodes. For our
speciﬁc case, this is a criterion to assure the building of a
connected network (i.e., a network with the property that
there exists at least one path connecting any two nodes).

of trajectories. The nodes with lowest sampling density
and highest traversal counts are chosen as launching
points for the next swarm of trajectories.

In this work, we use 300 nodes to build the FSN
network obtained from an incremental partitional clus-
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Fig. 6 (legend on next page)
For every iteration step of the FSN procedure, a set of
ﬁve launching points are selected for a trajectory swarm.
An MD simulation is started with the coordinates and
velocities from each speciﬁc FSN iteration point. The
number of nodes used to build the FSN network (300)

was chosen, anticipating the need for better isolation on
the origin of the swarm of trajectories, a decision made
before data collection. As the CSN built after data
collection shows, the number of clusters needed to isolate
the interface nodes can be lower (100).
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Fig. 6. To focus the sampling around relatively undersampled regions of the conformational space that might reside
along the L1L switching pathway, we designed an iterative strategy (FSN). The projection of the structures on a set of
order parameters (a) is clustered using an incremental partitional 300-way clustering technique (see Materials and
Methods). Data points belonging to the same cluster have the same color. A network is built so that each one of the
previously determined clusters is assimilated with a node (b). Each node is connected to its closest eight neighbors using a
cosine similarity/distance-based function (c). For each of the clusters, a sampling density is calculated that is displayed
here using a red–blue color map, with the red corresponding to low densities and the blue corresponding to the high
densities (d). Each of the network nodes is associated to a traversal count, that is, the number of times it is crossed by all
the shortest paths along the graph between all the nodes of the graph (e). A similar red–blue color map is used here, with
red corresponding to lower values and blue corresponding to higher values of the traversal counts. The swarm of
trajectories' launching points (here colored green) are chosen as the nodes that have a low sampling density and high
traversal counts (f).
Swarms of trajectories have been used before in conjunction
with so-called string methods enhanced sampling
techniques. 102,104,107–109 Other methods have been used to
study the thermodynamic or kinetic aspects of conformational transitions of nucleic acids using an explicit treatment
of solvent and ionic atmosphere. For example, combinations of umbrella sampling, 110 targeted MD, 111–113 transition path sampling, 114,115 nudged elastic band, 116 replica
exchange, 117 or long MD simulation were applied to RNA
hairpins folding, 118,119 DNA A to B form transition, 120,121 or
local openings of duplexes.122–124 Other methods such as
milestoning 125 or stochastic path approach 125,126 have been
used to study other types of biomolecular systems.
Clustering
All clustering calculations were performed with
CLUTO 127 software. The k-way incremental partitional
clustering scheme used here is realized using k − 1
repeated bisections, followed by a global optimization
of the solution. It is a top–down clustering approach. The

algorithm maximizes the cosine similarity function
between each data point and the centroid of the cluster
that is assigned to. The clustering procedure is repeated
20 times to avoid local minimums of the overall
similarity function. 128 During agglomerative clustering,
each of the objects are initially assigned to their own
cluster and then pairs of clusters are repeatedly merged
based on the same similarity function until all the initial
objects are grouped in one cluster. Agglomerative
clustering is a bottom–up procedure. Hybrid schemes
that in the ﬁrst stage cluster the data using a partitional
method and in the second use agglomerative method are
called constrained agglomerative algorithms and have
been shown to efﬁciently lead to better solutions than
partitional or agglomerative schemes alone. 47
Network manipulation, rendering, and analysis were
carried out with NAViGaTOR 129,130 and yED graph editor
(yFiles software, Tubingen, Germany). Shortest path
searches between all the nodes of the network as well as
the determination of the traversal counts were done using
a Floyd–Warshall algorithm 105,106 as implemented in
NAViGaTOR.
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Forced unfolding/undocking simulation
The unfolding simulation of stem C from the active site
starting from the docked conformation was prepared as
described previously, 26 except that a biasing potential was
added to disrupt the canonical base pair between U38 and
A51. The unfolding biasing potential is a step-like potential
of 5 kcal mol − 1 turned on gradually from 3.5 Å to 5.0 Å
during a 15‐ns simulation period. During this period, the
base pairing of the active site was restrained using
harmonic potentials (using a spring constant of
5 kcal mol·Å − 2) centered at the equilibrium values speciﬁc
to the hydrogen binding pattern found in crystal.
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